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LA MISSION COLLEGE 
Barbara Kerwin, Professor, Vice Chair ARTS. CAC 2/3 TR 12:45-5 & 5:45-10 PM  Sp 2008 

Barbara@Barbarakerwin.com;  Office CAC 8;  hours: T & W 11-12:30, 818 367-8561 

 
 
 

ACRYLIC PAINTING  300 
 

 
 
COURSE DESCRIPTION 
The emphasis in Art 300 will be on learning the basic techniques of acrylic painting, and color theory.  
Students explore ―The history of styles‖, including Expressive, Hard-edge, Still-life, Renaissance Perspective, 
and Abstraction, and  apply techniques such as glazing, scumbbling., and the use of additives, extenders and 
mediums  to create visually balanced and exciting compositions.  Attention will be given to students on an 
individual basis, depending on their particular level and needs.   
(Students must write a Field Trip Paper, comparing & contrasting 2 works of art.) 
 
The emphasis of Art 304, is in developing painting skills, utilizing techniques learned in Art 300. 
―Harvesting the Neighborhood‖, is a personal collection of what you term your neighborhood.  Through 
photo documentation, the student replicates that neighborhood in their selected style.  
 
COURSE OBJECTIVES 
Students in Art 300 will know how to explore a variety of techniques and problems related to acrylic painting, 
and will demonstrate an understanding of color and composition in acrylic painting.  Advanced students will 
begin to make strides toward understanding their relationship to our time as demonstrated by the subject 
matter in their paintings.  All students will demonstrate effective use of color theory and composition. 
 
CLASS PROCEEDURE 
   Studio sessions will be accompanied by lectures, slides and demonstrations. The teacher will confer with 
each student daily.  Class discussions and critiques of completed works  will assist students in evaluating their 
own work and in communication of their observations of classmates' work in a supportive and critical 
manner.  (Students may later improve their grade and resubmit after employing crit corrects.) 
  Field trip(s) will be assigned to expose the painting student to important exhibitions in the area, and 
encourage a contemporary dialogue within the class experience. TBA:   (Select two works and describe:  
artist, title, media, date.  Compare both, contrast both, draw a conclusion. 4 paragraphs, typed.  5 
points). 
 
EVALUATIONS AND GRADING  
    15 Pts. Class attendance and participation is mandatory  = 1 attendance point per full lab session.      
[Absences will be deducted from each painting’s total points earned.] 

10 Pts / per week/class:   Solutions to class projects and tests that demonstrate an understanding of 
course content. Students must complete 5 paintings minimum per term. 

Late work drops one grade per session late, beginning with critique.  
[ART 300 students must have teacher's approval to complete a work.  Advanced students may work at their 
own pace.]  

5 Pts. CRITIQUES = 1 point per crit.  (Solutions which show evidence of initiative and a creative 
response to assignments will be considered more advanced than those without this response,)  

 
 
GRADES: 11=A+, 10=A, 9=A-, 8=B+, 7=B, 6=B-, 5=C+, 4=C, 3=C-, 2=D+, 1=D. 0=FAIL  

mailto:Barbara@Barbarakerwin.com
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TEXTS RECOMMENDED: ART 300, Color by Paul Zelanski and Mary Pat Fisher, Prentice Hall. 
ART 304: The Artists’ Handbook, by Ralph Meyer.  ART 305:  Encyclopedia of Symbols and Myths. 
 

 
Kerwin 2-- ACRYLIC 300 
 
WEEK 1: --INTRODUCTION   

1. SYLLABUS discussion, Supply list. 2  Lecture:  COLOR , Quiz  & Color Wheel   (Paint, paper 

plates, brush, water container)  6 pts. 

 
WEEK 2,  3, 4 Painting #1-- HARD-EDGE , 30 Points 
Lecture :  Mondrian, Lari Pitman, Joseph Albers…. Monochromatic Color Scheme:  Monochromatic is 
"one color".   However, in this assignment you will learn to make 64 variations of one color.  

A. TEAR STRIPS of newspaper and arrange on canvas.  Tape if necessary.   
Spray Paint out of doors.   
 
PAINT OVER SPRAY PAINT WITH MATTE MEDIUM 
.  

B. BEGIN PAINTING (DEMO):  Use fluid/cream consistency  of paint, no streaks/no 
strokes. 

    *It is a wise idea to have several film type cans with lids to save mixed colors. 
1)    Add  the main hue + varying amounts of black or white.   Paint in where needed.     
(Hue +W1, +W2, +W3…. Hue + Bk 1, + bk 3, + bk 4….) 
2)  Then to the main hue, you will add the analogous color(s)   Paint in as needed.  
3)  Into the main hue + analogous :  you will then add value (black or white). 
4).   Modify the intensity by  adding  the color complement to the main hue, 5 times, paint 
as needed. 

       5).  Change the values  of the intensity-modified colors;  by adding black or white!  
C. 1).  In sketchbook, do thumbnails for simple line drawing to juxtapose on top of Variation 

painting.  (You MAY also use digital camera and insert your own floppy disk, take image of 
finished work and design your line drawing on the computer.)   

D. After receiving approval of thumbnail from instructor. Add your simple line drawing; 
USE A DIFFERENT COLOR!   Hard-Edge! 

--Finish! Week 4, end of class 

 -Critique (Criteria, Self Method). 
 

WEEK 5,6, 7:    #2  STILL-LIFE; Painting #3, 15 points 
1) WK 9-- Still Life Composition Drawing Test,  Charcoal on Paper—4 HOURS.   

2) Lecture:  Grid-makng.  

3)  HW:  Grid to scale, and insert drawing onto canvas 
--WK 6, 7- Lecture.Split-Complement Still Life: (the color+ the colors on either side of complement, 

BUT, not the complement!)    
4)  Lecture:  Glazing techniques:  WATER, MATTE, SCUMBLE, & GLOSS glazes  
5)  PAINT!!  [REMEMBER :  black ,white makes values;  Color + complement neutralizes hues—
64variations,possible….]: 
Process:  Build darks, then lights 1st, color 2nd color,  3rd  color. 

WK 7: Critique Painting #3, Analysis Method.  Thursday end of class  
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WEEK 8,9:   #3 ABRSTRACTION/CROP & ENLARGE. , Painting #4, 10 points 
Lecture:  De Kooning, Pollack, Kline and others.   GEL EXTENDER Technique.  [Demo]. 
Gel Extender Technique--build layers of Gel by applying Heavy  Gloss gel to each  paint stroke. 

1)  Build 10-12 layers of Black and White paint+ NEUTRAL and  gel extender into  
COMPOSITIONS—add one layer after another, reversing each layer to improve upon the last.   

2) The Final version is a―perfectly balanced‖  composition with thick translucent gel extending the 
surface of the paint on canvas.  USE GEL WITH EACH STROKE! 

Critique #4:  Collaborative Method 
 
 
WEEK 10,11, 12:      #4  ATMOSPHERIC PERSPECTIVE, Painting  25 pts    
Lecture: DA Vinci, Canaletto, etc.  

1. Utilizing Leonardo da Vinci's classical treatise for atmospheric perspective, choose a photograph 
YOU have taken with a diminishing landscape (approval of instructor).  

2. GRID canvas  from photograph;  OR work out of doors and paint your observations in   formula 
below.  

3.   You will be graded on the following:  
 
4 parts earth and 4 parts sky Divide and draw the composition into at least: 4 ZONES EACH   

Paint Sky First: 
ZONE 1-–Sky zone is divided into four parts, (The TOP of the canvas is the darkest & brightest, the 
horizon lightest/greyest).  Work wet in wet, blend all zones together AS you paint.  Glaze with Matte 
medium+ tone or tint last. 
Zone 2: has 1 part color complement added to each hue used, and details blur, shadows lighten.   H+C1 
Zone 3: has merged shapes, no detail, hues have 1 part white, plus  2parts color complement added to 
each hue.     H+C2 +W1  
Zone 4:  has equal parts color to complement, and 2 parts  white.[ H+C3+W2] 
7.Glaze to balance zone coloring.  Glaze 1 pt color-mix: use clean, dry brush + matte medium. 
 
 Paint Earth Zones:  Block in hues first, via formula.  Then add precision painting on top. 
ZONE 1-–Sky zone is divided into four parts, (The BOTTOM of the canvas is the darkest & brightest, the 
horizon lightest/greyest).  Work wet in wet, blend all zones together.  Glaze Matte medium last. 
Zone 2: has 1 part color complement added to each hue used, and details blur, shadows lighten.   H+C1 
Zone 3: has merged shapes, no detail, hues have 1 part white, plus  2parts color complement added to 
each hue.     H+C2 +W1  
Zone 4:  has equal parts color to complement, and 2 parts  white.[ H+C3+W2] 
7.Glaze to balance zone coloring.  Glaze 1 pt color-mix: use clean, dry brush + matte medium. 

**HW 300: Bring photo [or study] of your FAVORITE distant, daytime, landscape that you have    

photographed, or drawn   NO SUNSETS & NO SEASCAPES !  or you will FAIL !! 

Critique:  Technical method 
 
WEEK 14 &15: Painting #5   Collage, Doodles,  Transfers & Text: THE SUBCONSCIOUS.  
Lecture: Basquiat, Rauschenberg. (Video Excerpt Robert Hughes on Rauschenberg). 
Gel Extender Technique--build layers of Gel by applying Heavy  Gloss gel to each  paint stroke. 

 
1. Start with magazines, sketchbook drawings, doodles Xeroxes, internet images. 
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2. Brainstorm.  Identify key idea  
3. Select the images and text that you find intriguing. 
4. Make Transfers:  Add gel approximately 1/8‖ thick over selected images; dry overnight; with 

sponge, delicately remove the paper backing.   
5. Paint canvas ― ground‖  colors. 
6. Arrange collage material into groups.  Write about what each group means to you. 
3. Place cutouts, & transfers, in arrangements of layouts--use gel or Matte mediums as glue.  

**** Be open to accident—and  create it if you can!**** 
 
6. Add color, merging some areas together, GLAZE, scumble, unify, etc.; create    composition!    
[Importaqnt!!  Eliminate Collage look—make it a painting!!] 

a. Add text of meaning by hand, or as cut-outs along with doodles. 

b. Make it YOUR OWN!  What’s left after composition is meaning… 

Critique: Painting #5- Collage, Doodles, Transfers & Text: the Subconscious. Analysis Method. 

FINAL:  WEEK 16 

CRITIQUE  #5 —Analysis Method.  Bring all 5 Paintings from this class. 
POT LUCK--bring food to share!) 
 
 

SUPPLY LISTS 
ART 300 SUPPLIES: 
Charcoal, Kneaded Eraser, & Chamois Cloth,  
1-18 x 24 drawing paper , scissors  
9x12 type sketchbook.  
5-Stretched and gesso-primed canvases, or sanded, gesso-primed masonite.  
                      Size 20 x 24  
                      or larger --NOT smaller (or receive a point deduction). 
ACRYLIC PAINTS:  (Do NOT buy paint marked ―HUES‖, i.e. ―Cobalt Blue Hue‖; doesn’t mix well for 
our purposes.) 

Mars Black   Acra Red ( other names: Acrynacridone Red, Quinacridone Red) 
Titanium White  Cadmium Red Medium 

Cobalt Blue   Cadmium Yellow light 

Cerulean Blue 
 

Heavy gloss GEL, stiff (Quart+) 
Matte Medium (small, 2 oz) 
Gloss Medium (small, 2 oz) 

One can spray paint (any color; NOT metallic), & old newspapers 
BLUE PAINTERS TAPE, 1 roll of clear, non-stick, tape or or 3M car Detailing tape 
Palette (purchased plastic with cover, or old cookie sheet, plate, etc.) 
1 paper plate 
Brushes:  nylon Bristle-style Flat appx.1/2-1" wide 
     Round nylon point brush for detail work, medium-small round 1/8th inch. 
     Flat, Angled nylon bristle brush appx. 1/4‖ 
Rags and Paper Towels 
plastic film cans or yogurt containers with lids. 
Apron or Old Paint Shirt 
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1- gallon plastic milk carton (with top half of one side cut out, your name in marker) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Kerwin on Color Theory  
 
 
     Color can be thought of optically for the artist.  We speak of it in its 

components first:  
 
Hue (the name of a color; primary colors and their combinations) 

Value (the lightness or darkness or a given color).  
 Tint Lights. Tone darks (extremes create loss of chroma). 

Darkest- B, P; Lightest Y 
Intensity (the brightness or dullness of a color). 

Purity of a color. Change by adding complement:  g-r, if red placed next 

to green+red, the red looks redder. Bright moves forward, dull recedes. 
  
Local Color- The true color, (grass green etc.). 

Consumer Color (Colonial Yellow, Mediterranean Blue, Canary Yellow, Patriot 
Blue) 

Artist Pigment (Yellow Ochre, Gamboage, Cadmium yellow, Cobalt Blue….) 
Color Physics:  ROYGBIV.  Wavelengths at the end of the color spectrum are 
stronger than those of b-v, and ultra-violet can't be seen at all.   Red is the first 

to be seen by the brain…. 
 

COLOR WHEEL:  Artists have placed color on the wheel for centuries to study 
it more completely: 
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DRAW: 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
PRIMARY COLORS: R, Y, B --Can't be mixed. 

SECONDARY COLORS: G, O, V-- Combination of two primaries 
TERTIARY COLORS: R-V, B-V, B-G, Y-G, Y-O, R-O 
 

 

COLOR SCHEMES: 

           CONTRASTING: 
WARM - COOL Color Theory: Warm advances, Cool recedes.  Color is affected 

by relative placement (y-g is cool next to orange but warm next to blue). 
 

TRIAD-  Bold, equidistant (Bonnard) 
COMPLEMENTARY- opposite on the wheel, has punch ( Gauguin, Matisse,            
Fauves). 

  
   

 
 

HARMONIUS: 

MONOCHROMATIC-- Harmonious, peaceful, unified, restful. (Kerwin, 
Minimalist Art) 
TONALITY-- Akin to Monochromatic: overall tone of "green" (in Rousseau). 

ANALAGOUS-- Colors next to one another, soothing, related. 
SPLIT-COMPLEMENT-- Most beautiful scheme:  The two colors on either side 

of the color's complement  (opposite the main hue) on the color wheel. (Rothko). 
  
Psychology of Color: 

 
Quantity of Color 
Shape of Color 

Meaning and Emotion 
 

Warm/Cool:  Albers 1960s color studies 
Analogous:  Okeefe, DeKooning, Rousseau, Beardon 
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Derain - Transitional figure, bridged Impressionism to Fauve: Not real local 
color. 

Jawlensky-No attempt to draw or use color as accurate. Choice of colors that 
could directly express feeling.  Anticipated Matisse, DeKooning, Expressionism. 

Kandinsky - Metaphysical sense of Color Choices, based on his feelings while 
listenting to music. 
Rothko-  1905-1970.  Mystic light.  Active 40s and 50s with Ad Reinhardt and 

Barnett Newman.  Tried to "change the viewer's consciousness through us of  
color and it's affects on view.  Influencing thoughts and feelings, and human 
consciousness through paint rather than drugs or mystic discipline.  Colors 

effects on the nervouse system. Revolutionary use of color.  
 

 
 
 
 

Los Angeles Mission College 

 

 

First Day Questionnaire 
 

Name:__________________________ 

 

Phone number:___________________ 

 

E-mail address:___________________ 

 

Major:__________________________ 

 

 

Classes currently enrolled in:____________________________________________________ 

 

___________________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

 

Favorite artists:_______________________________________________________________ 

300 ACRYLIC PAINTING GRADE RECORD      Name____________________ 

 

/3 color wheel 

/3 color Lecture 

/4 Field Trip 

 /10 

 

MONOCHROME, HARD-EDGE PAINTING 
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/10  Technique, no streaks, no strokes, no etched off edges 

/10 64 Variations of  the Main Hue 

/5 Design 

/5 Hard-Edge  Painted Design 

 /30 

 

STILL LIFE PAINTING; GLAZES, SPLIT-COMPLEMENT 

/5 Charcoal Drawing; evidence of drawing and blending in paint 

/5 Split-Complement balance 

/5 Glazes;  water, matte medium, gel medium; scumble  

 /15 

 

ABSTRACTION:  VALUES AND INTENSITIES 

/10 10--layers or more of gel composition reversals ending in perfect balance. 

 

ATMOSPHERIC PERSPECTIVE, LANDSCAPE RECESSION 

SKY:  

/2 Zone 1—brightest hue with values adjusted at top of painting; H+W 

/2 Zone 2—H+ Complement (C )  one part slightly duller 

/2 Zone 3—H+C (two part) + W  duller and lighter 

/2 Zone 4—H+C (three part) +W two parts; lightest and dullest at horizon 

/2 blended and glazed no bands showing. 

 /10 

EARTH: 

/3 one1—brightest hues & tints and shades; most detail; darkest shadows 

/3 one2—H+C 1 part; colors dull slightly, detail blurs; shadows lighen 

/3 one3—H+C 2 part+W; shapes merge no details; lighter and duller 

/3 one4—H+C 3 part +W 2 parts; lightest and dullest at horizon 

/3lended and glazed (matte medium glaze) zones recede well 

 /15 

 /25 

 

SUBCONSIOUS MEANDERINGS; TEXT AND COLLAGE PAINTING 

 

Well organized area 

Painting  not collage 

Good use of color 

 /10 


